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1. Market and Macro Industry Commentary

General Market Commentary

US Henry Hub gas prices fell slightly in October as weather remained mild and gas

production relatively strong. The prompt contract fell from $6.77/mmbtu at close of business

on 30 September to $6.36/mmbtu at close on 31 October. Calendar 2022 fell from

$6.96/mmbtu to $6.31/mmbtu over the same period.

Oil prices rose after OPEC+ announced a 2mmbbl/d quota reduction. Fears of recession,

China’s zero covid policy and a strong US dollar remain selling pressures that are currently

roughly equal to the buying support from tight global oil supply. The prompt opened October

at $79.49/bbl and closed the month at $86.53/bbl. Calendar 2022 rose from $78.99/bbl to

$85.58/bbl.

While commodity prices have been relatively weak over recent months, driven by a strong

USD, rising recession risks and declining liquidity, this year commodities have continued to

outperform other cyclical asset classes, both outright and in risk-adjusted returns (LHS

Figure 1). Goldman Sachs expects that the positive correlation of commodities to other

assets that has been evident in the last few weeks will not last as fundamental supply and

demand factors reassert themselves as sector drivers.
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Figure 1: Sector Returns and Correlations (Source: various, via GS)
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Geopolitics have been driving global energy prices as of late. In turn, energy prices have led inflation and financial markets from rates

to FX and even equities. While GDP, trade and military spending all help project power, energy will likely sustain the US’s leading

international geopolitical position for a long time. Shale made America energy independent. Russia is losing (maybe has already lost

lost?) its reputation as a reliable energy supplier and the recent Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) is likely to free up US fossil fuels for

export in the decades ahead. Together these factors could turn the US once again into the world’s dominant energy player.

The rise of China has delivered a huge increase in China’s absolute and relative energy demand (LHS Figure 2). The US economy has

also continued to grow and with recent Chinese GDP declines it is no longer when (and if) the Chinese economy will surpass the US at

market exchange rates (RHS Figure 2).

Figure 2: Primary Energy Consumption Share by Country and US and Chinas GDP (Source: BP, IMF, via BofA)

The gap left by Russia’s lost energy supply reliability is large. Russia was the world’s largest exported of natural gas in 2021 and for

many years before that (LHS Figure 3). Russia was also the world’s largest exporter of crude oil and petroleum products last year

(RHS Figure 3).

Figure 3: Natural Gas and Crude and Product Exports (Source: BP via BofA)
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Figure 4: Russian Gas and Oil and Product Exports (Source: various, via BofA)

Russia has not delivered any gas to Europe since early October (LHS Figure 4). The decline in supply of Russian crude and products

to the OECD (primarily European countries) has been less dramatic but still pronounced (RHS Figure 4).

In response, US petroleum product exports have surged (LHS Figure 5), and a wave of new global LNG export facilities will come on-

line over the next 5 years, many of which are in the US (RHS Figure 5).

Figure 5: US Product Exports and Global LNG Capacity Additions (Source: various, via BofA)
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Figure 6: World GDP and Energy Demand Growth and European GDP Growth Expectations (Source: various, via BofA)

Energy and GDP remain deeply intertwined (LHS Figure 6). This means that any major loss of energy supplies is rapidly reflected in

GDP growth expectations, as we have seen in Europe (RHS Figure 6)

The latest Baker Hughes rig count data follows. In October US total rigs rose by 6 from 762 to 768. Oil rigs rose by 8 from 602 to 610

while gas rigs fell by 2 from 158 to 156.
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Figure 7: Near Month Henry Hub Futures (Source: EIA)

Prompt Henry Hub gas futures were down slightly over the course of October also there was high volatility intra-month as the market

reacted to changes in near-term weather forecasts (Figure 7).

Gas Market

The global economic outlook continues to dim (LHS Figure 8), and it is likely that next year the US will enter a mild recession. While

weather remains the main driver for marginal gas demand, GDP contraction will likely negatively affect gas demand across

industrial, residential, and commercial sectors and should lead to lower demand for power too (RHS Figure 8).

Figure 8: US Gas Prices and Ranges to Encourage Coal Substitution (Source: Platts, CME via GS)
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Figure 9: US Gas and Coal Generation and Gas Generation vs Henry Hub (Source: various via BofA)

From 2005 to 2022 gas’ share of thermal power generation capacity has increased from about 60% to 73%. This has been driven by

the retirement of coal fired power plants (LHS Figure 9). Historically many thermal power generators could switch fuel between coal

and gas based on price. Shrinking coal fired capacity and coal shortages have broken this relationship in 2022 (RHS Figure 9).

While the coal retirements will continue, the logistical issues with coal supply should be temporary and we would expect some of the

historic negative correlation to return – at least to the levels of 2020 and 2021. This will moderately reduce gas power demand.

The extended Freeport LNG outage has kept LNG export demand running about 2bcf/d below normal since June, but this should pick

up again in November as the plant starts to ramp up operations. The Freeport LNG restart will contribute to LNG demand growth next

year (LHS Figure 10), while other sources of US natural gas demand are expected to be flat year-on-year (RHS Figure 10). BofA

expects 1.5bcf/d of US natural demand growth next year, after a 4.5bcf/d increase from 2021 to 2022.

Figure 10: US LNG Exports and US Nat Gas Demand Growth YoY Facilities (Source: various, via BofA)
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US natural gas production has grown steadily post-COVID, increasing 4.5bcf/d from 2021 to 2022. BofA expects a further 3.1bcf/d

increase next year, mostly from the Haynesville and Permian Basin (LHS Figure 11). BofA forecasts total US gas production will

reach 99.2bcf/d in December 2022 and rise to 101bcf/d by the end of 2023 (RHS Figure 11).

Figure 11: US Gas Production (Source: various, via BofA)

While the recoveries in oil and gas prices have encouraged producers to start to grow production, supply chain and field service

bottlenecks have contributed to a material well cost inflation, dampening interest in quickly increasing production. Average rig day

rates have increased by nearly 50% YoY through 2Q22 (LHS Figure 12) and have increased further in 3Q. Cost per frac stage has

increased by 30% over the same period and materials like steel pipe have increased by over 300% since the start of Covid. As input

costs have climbed higher, gas producers in the Permian and Haynesville have also felt pressure from transport pipeline capacity

constraints. Inter alia this depresses location basis pricing (RHS Figure 12), this reduces the price incentive to increase production.

Figure 12: Rig Day Rates and Haynesville Gas Basis (Source: various, via BofA)
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Global spot natural gas prices remain well ahead of those in the US (LHS Figure 13). The market now believes that Russian gas

supply to Europe will not be restored, this has lifted the back end of global gas forward curves (RHS Figure 13 and RHS Figure 14).

Figure 13: Global Gas Prices (Source: Bloomberg, via BofA)

Global LNG supply growth will slow for the next two years until new facilities developed post-Covid enter service. Meanwhile LNG

import (regas) facilities are growing quickly, driven by urgent demand from Europe (LHS Figure 14). The excess of LNG demand over

supply will keep global gas prices elevated.

Figure 14: LNG Export and Import Facilities and TTF Forward Curves (Source: various, via BofA)
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Working gas in storage as of 28 October totalled 3,501 bcf, this is 135 bcf (4%) lower than the five-year average and 101 bcf (3%)

lower than last year at this time (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Working Gas in Storage (Source: EIA)
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On 5 October OPEC+ formally agreed to a 2mmbbld reduction to production quotas from November onward. Because some members

are already struggling to produce at their baseline quota, the effective cut is estimated to be approximately 1.2mmbbld. Since the

announcement, global oil prices have moved higher although remain volatile with bullish supply and demand vying with selling pressure

from strong USD, recession fears and the impact of China’s Covid-zero policy.

Oil inventories are lower than the two years immediately preceding Covid (LHS Figure 16). At current oil prices, the announced OPEC+

cut is predicted to send OECD oil inventories to levels approximately 20% below the 5-year average (RHS Figure 16).

Oil Market

Increased recessionary fears, a generally weaker macroeconomic outlook and strength in the US dollar put downward pressure on

oil during September. These near-term factors have not changed the structural bullish supply set-up for oil caused by lack of

investment, low spare production capacity and low inventories (RHS Figure 17).

Goldman Sachs’ updated supply and demand balance forecasts suggest that current global oil prices reflect negative real global

GDP growth outside China and range-bound Chinese oil demand for the coming year, more than 1.5% below consensus

expectations of global GDP (LHS Figure 17).

Figure 16:  Oil Inventory Changes 2017-19 Average and OECD Inventories in Days Demand vs 5yr Av (Source: various, via GS)

Figure 17:  Real GDP Growth for World and Global Oil Demand (Source: GS)
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In response to the OPEC+ cut, the US Administration announced a 15mmbbl release from the US strategic petroleum reserve (SPR).

This is the final tranche of the 180mmbbl release announced in the US Spring. Looking forward, perhaps the most interesting aspect of

the announcement was the plan to refill the SPR at fixed prices for future delivery “at or below about $67-72/bbl”.

This should provide a high-confidence floor price for WTI until the SPR is restored to full volume. By the end of this year the US will

have drawn down the SPR by a cumulative 240mmbbl (LHS Figure 18). The current plan is to sell 30mmbbl per year from 2023 to

2031 (RHS Figure 18). Effectively the Administration’s policy is to use the SPR to try and keep WTI under about $90/bbl.

Figure 18:  US Strategic Petroleum Reserve (Source: DOE via GS)
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Gas and Oil Prices 1 November 2022
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Gas and Oil Prices 3 October 2022
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This report has been issued by Longreach Alternatives Limited ABN 250 828 52364 AFSL 246 747 (“Longreach”). This document is not an offer of

securities or financial products, nor is it financial product advice.

As this document has been prepared without taking account of any individual investor’s particular objectives, financial situation or needs, you should

consider its appropriateness having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs before taking any action.

The information stated, opinions expressed and estimates given constitute best judgement at the time of publication and are subject to change

without notice. Consequently, although this document is provided in good faith, it is not intended to create any legal liability on the part of Longreach

or any other entity and does not vary the terms of a relevant disclosure statement. Past performance is not an indicator of future results. All dollars

are US dollars unless otherwise specified.

This document describes some current internal investment guidelines and processes. These are constantly under review and may change over time.

Consequently, although this document is provided in good faith, it is not intended to create any legal liability part of Longreach or any other entity and

does not vary the terms of a relevant disclosure statement. Past performance is not an indicator of future results. In cases where information

contained in this document derives from third parties, Longreach accepts no liability for the accuracy, completeness or appropriateness of such

information.


